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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 7, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub
qalerts.app
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is
the first & original Q Android app as w…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: Let Freedom Ring!

2) @OmarBehiry6 was Q'd for this video.

0:00

3) It's a pretty good explanation of the plandemic.

Omar Behiry
@OmarBehiry6

Alexa how long will the coronavirus last#CoronavirusOutbreak

20.5K 3:02 PM - Apr 25, 2020
15.5K people are talking about this

)

4) FYI - Alexa can be programmed to say whatever you want.

How to get Alexa to answer certain questions exactly how you want it to
Amazon rolled out a new feature on Thursday that lets you create custom
responses for Alexa on your Amazon Echo. Here's how to do that.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/19/how-to-create-custom-responses-for-alexa-on-amaz…

5) Q posted a link to last night's Hannity show and asked us to watch to the 21 minutes, 45
seconds mark.

6) The YouTube link Q posted is dead, but the show is available here.
(Hannity begins at the 42:50 mark.)
https://www.bitchute.com/video/50E2nmA1OiDc/
7) Despite knowing the Steele dossier was bogus, despite exculpatory statements made by
George Papadopoulos and despite the FBI having no derogatory information on General
Flynn, Rod Rosenstein issued a memo in August of 2017, authorizing Robert Mueller to
investigate them.

0:00

8) The scope memo under discussion is not the original memo, but a second one, written 2
months after the Mueller investigation began.
Here's the original memo from Rosenstein that opened the Mueller investigation on May 17,
2017.
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/967231/download

9) On August 2nd, 2017, a second memo modifying the scope of the Mueller investigation
was issued by Rosenstein.
Until yesterday, his memo was mostly redacted.

Rod Rosenstein memo outlining scope of Mueller investigation
An August 2017 memo disclosed in court by special counsel Robert Mueller. The
memo, drafted by Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, authorized the
investigation of Paul Manafort for his...
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4429989-Rod-Rosenstein-memo-outlining-…

10) Here's the second scope memo with redactions removed, showing that Mueller was
authorized to investigate George Papadopoulos, Paul Manafort, Carter Page, and General
Flynn.

Read: 2017 Rod Rosenstein 'scope memo' detailing parameters of Mue…
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Read: 2017 Rod Rosenstein 'scope memo' detailing parameters of Mueller probe
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/read-2017-rod-rosenstein-scope-memo-detailing-par…

11) Apparently, there was also a third Rosenstein memo, issued in October of 2017 that may
have broadened Mueller's investigation to include Roger Stone, Rick Gates. and Michael
Cohen. That memo has not been made public.

Byron York: Now, word of a mysterious third 'scope memo' for Robert …
The 448-page Mueller report has been public for two months, so it might seem
strange that the Justice Department's original instructions to special counsel Robert
Mueller, outlining what he was assig…
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columnists/byron-york-now-word-of-a-m…
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12) Last night, Hannity predicted today would be a bad day for Adam Schiff.
Will the 53 declassified transcripts of House testimony be released?

0:00

13) The second scope memo now shows four of five people that Rosenstein authorized
Mueller to investigate, but a 5th name is still redacted.
(I have no guess as to who it is.)

14) Hannity summarized why the information was not made public.

0:00

15) Q said Congress is out of session, not due to Covid-19, but because they know bombshells
are going to be dropping this week and next week.
Dan Coats had to be removed as DNI before Declass could commence.
Declass is now underway.

16) At this point in the operation, much of what Q refers to as "BOOMs" will be declassified
documents, and not arrests.
17) Q wrote: Think [BOOM] drops this week and next [2019, 2020][+1].
The context is breaking news stories. It seems to indicate stories related to incidents from last
year and this year but I'm not entirely sure what [+1] means.
18) In a previous post, Q discussed "painting the target," which could be interpreted
metaphorically as the targeting of corrupt people for prosecution.
Last night, Q posted a link to a military dot com page on the AC-130 gunship.

19) Link.

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground
work a laser illuminator.
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…

20) Information on the "C-130U Spooky"

0:00

21) Another variant of the C-130 gunship.

0:00

22) Technocrats think they know what's best for you.
They plan to train thousands of contact tracers around the country to quarantine anyone who
might have the COVID-19 infection.
H/T @delbigtree

0:00

23)
Del Bigtree
@delbigtree

WHAT WOULD YOU DO if your six year old son or daughter
tested positive for COVID19 and was taken from your home to a
quarantine center by Ventura Health Authorities? This
SHOCKING VIDEO demands that you plan ahead. #BeBrave
#HistoryRepeating

17.4K 8:05 PM - May 6, 2020
26.2K people are talking about this

24) BREAKING: Just now on the Hannity radio show: John Solomon reporting the
declassified transcripts will be released tomorrow.

25) A good question, @An0n661

26) Facebook, Instagram and other platforms are removing Q related accounts in the hope of
silencing patriots who might help people see the truth, which would hurt Dems chances of
winning elections in November.

An0n66
@An0n661

I’m curious why Facebook and IG are only removing #QANON
“conspiracy” pages? Why not remove Bigfoot pages? UFO
pages? If it’s all just silly nonsense why is QANON more silly or
harmful than the others? @Facebook @instagram
11.3K 3:26 PM - May 7, 2020
8,343 people are talking about this

27) After further review...

0:00

28) The transcripts have been released.
https://intelligence.house.gov/russiainvestigation/

29) Now, this makes sense.
Booms came in 2019 and 2020, and would also come one day after [+1] last night's post.

30) Spooky, bring the rain!

0:00

31) Q posted a link to the declassified transcripts.
https://intelligence.house.gov/russiainvestigation/

32) Russia has approved the use of hydroxychloroquine for the treatment of Covid-19.
Gotta love how the media call hydroxychloroquine "untested" and frighten people by
highlighting imaginary "deadly side-effects."

🙄

Russia Approves Unproven Malaria Drug to Treat Coronavirus - The M…
Studies have warned that hydroxychloroquine can be deadly when combined with
other drugs.
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/04/17/russia-approves-unproven-malaria-drug…

33) Why are Russia and China using an "untested" drug like hydroxychloroquine to treat
Covid-19?

34) Why is Turkey using hydroxychloroquine for Covid-19?

Coronavirus: Turkey says hydroxychloroquine dramatically reduces p…
Most coronavirus patients taken to intensive care or put on ventilators are
there because they have developed pneumonia
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/coronavirus-turkey-hydroxychloroquine-malaria-tr…

35) @HuberHammerQ noted a zero delta this morning between a Q post and a tweet by
POTUS.

36) A zero delta is when Q and POTUS post within 1 minute of each other, with Q posting
first. A feat that's hard to do without coordinating.
Q stresses: watch the news today, tomorrow and next week.

[OnReady]
@HuberHammerQ

More of that “larping” the shills must be talking about...
~1 minute [DELTA]
Q inb4 @POTUS
Only the gazillionth time#QAnon

8,426 5:35 PM - May 7, 2020
6,160 people are talking about this

37) @WalkedAwa was Q'd for this video where Hillary Clinton's lies about her emails are
fact-checked by James Comey.

0:00

38) Q posts link to patriot twitter accounts to expand the reach of his message, to prevent
collapse and to maintain strength through unity.

US Patriot
@WalkedAwa
Replying to @Vickie627 and 48 others

I feel that he should have been given the medal of freedom for
this....

11.7K 10:26 PM - Feb 16, 2020

11.1K people are talking about this

39) Sing along if you know the words.

🎶

0:00

40) Today, it was announced that the Department of Justice has dropped its prosecution of
General Flynn.

41) Q responded.


The Associated Press
@AP

BREAKING: Justice Department is dropping criminal case
against ex-Trump adviser Michael Flynn, according to court filing
obtained by AP. The prosecution has been a rallying cry for the
president in attacking FBI Russia investigation.
apne.ws/8luVvMN

Flynn dismissal a surprise? AG Barr in sync with Trump
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump says he didn’t know
the Justice Department was planning to drop its case against his
apnews.com
33.9K 6:29 PM - May 7, 2020
20.8K people are talking about this

42) Article.

Justice Department dropping Flynn's Trump-Russia case
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an abrupt about-face, the Justice Department on
Thursday said it is dropping the criminal case against President Donald Trump's
first national security adviser, Michael Flynn,...…
https://apnews.com/ae1ad252bb13490db2ceffc5d17b6d92

43) Interesting happenings....
Brandon Van Grack, the lead prosecutor in the Flynn case, didn't just withdraw from that case.
He withdrew from a number of other cases, too.
H/ T @Techno_Fog

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

It's not just the Flynn case.
Van Grack is withdrawing as counsel for the Govt in other cases
as well.
I wouldn't be surprised if that's it for Van Grack at the DOJ.

11.2K 5:41 PM - May 7, 2020
6,723 people are talking about this

44) In December of 2017, Q insisted that despite how things appeared, General Flynn was
never really in danger.

45) In March of 2018, Q predicted General Flynn would be cleared of all charges, and that at
some point, he would rejoin the Trump administration.

46) Not everyone is happy about General Flynn's exoneration.
Adam Schiff is accusing Bill Barr of being a political hack.

47) Q warned us that politicians would attack AG Barr (and U.S. Attorney Durham) as their
own prosecution drew near.
Watch the news.

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

Flynn pled guilty to lying to the FBI about his illicit Russian
contacts.
His lies do not now become truths.

This dismissal does not exonerate him.
But it does incriminate Bill Barr.
In the worst politicization of the Justice Department in its history.
131K 7:51 PM - May 7, 2020
89.2K people are talking about this

48) [[Adam Schiff]]

49) @SidneyPowell1

50) It looks like more declassified documents are about to be made public.

51) Acting DNI @RichardGrenell was seen carrying a satchel of documents to main justice
today.

0:00

52) DECLAS means research.

Kevin Corke
@kevincorke

#NEW Sources tell @FoxNews acting DNI @RichardGrenell
planning to release new trove of documents as early as
tomorrow. Expected to be related to the #Russia probe and will
be significant. Per @edhenry

36K 11:39 PM - May 7, 2020
18.9K people are talking about this

53) Q posted the link to the C-130 gunship page.

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground
work a laser illuminator.
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…

54) Is this is an indication of nighttime ops by white hats?

0:00

55) Shannon Bream is hearing about Big Booms next week.

54) Q responded.

Shannon Bream
@ShannonBream

If you're still catching your breath from today, I'm told next week
will involve "a bombshell". I'm standing by ...
69.9K 12:09 AM - May 8, 2020
26.2K people are talking about this

55) POTUS and the B-2 Bomber (Bill Barr) are locked on target.

56) Adam Schiff's buddy, former Intelligence Community Inspector General Michael
Atkinson is in the kill box.

57) Atkinson disregarded IC whistleblower protocol and allowed Eric Ciaramella to submit
secondhand information in his complaint which led to the impeachment of POTUS.
Atkinson secretly changed the whistleblower form after the complaint was filed.

IG Stonewalled Congress On Backdated Whistleblower Rule Changes
The ICIG admitted he made secret changes to whistleblower rules in September
but refused to tell Congress why those changes were backdated to August.
https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/07/intel-community-ig-stonewalling-congress-on-bac…

58) Atkinson was fired by POTUS in April.

59) Sleep well, shills.

60)

61)

62) @Kingfreespeech was Q'd for this video.

0:00

63)

64) Q posted a link to a Fox News article.

65) This morning, POTUS said those who tried to remove him from office will pay a big price
for it.

Trump calls for ‘dirty cops’ to pay ‘big price’ for Russia probe after rele…
President Trump, in an extensive interview Friday on "Fox & Friends," tore into
what he termed “dirty politicians” behind the Russia probe a day after transcripts
were released showing that top Obama…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-dirty-cops-to-pay-big-price-for-russia-probe-aft…

66)
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67) @IPOT1776 was Q'd for a video.

68)

🤣

0:00

69)

70)
John ‘Murder Hornet’ Cardillo
@johncardillo

If Hillary had won, you'd never even know what COVID-19 is.
46.1K 10:33 PM - May 7, 2020
18.9K people are talking about this
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